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IMPROVE YOUR  
RECRUITMENT
The quality and efficiency of your recruitment process are essential to 
the success and growth of your company. 
 
Our job posting and application management solution allows you to 
collaboratively process all your recruitments with ease and precision.

                    1. Scheduling

Anticipate your needs and plan the 
opening of the positions to be filled in 

your existing sites or in the process of 

creation. Plan the publication of the 

corresponding offers accordingly.

   2. Authoring

Save time on writing, maintaining and updating 

your job offers, for all your entities, and in all your 

languages. Prepare your content in advance and 

make corrections and mass updates.

                                    3. Publishing

Publish and advertise your job offers directly 
on your website, on shared portals, or on a 

portal dedicated to your company.

   4. Application follow-up

Share and evaluate applications with your team, 

and keep a complete history of the collaborative 
recruitment process.

Are you outsourcing your recruitment? 
Get your internal teams and 

recruitment agencies to work 

 together on the same  

collaborative platform!

Whatever your choice of publication, 

on one or more portals, in one or more 

languages, invite your candidates to 

apply online in a few clicks, and manage 

all your ads and applications from a 

centralized space.
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SIMPLIFY YOUR 
HIRING PROCESS
Our technology allows you to optimize the recruitment process by 
controlling it entirely from a single interface. With its clear and 
accessible ergonomics, it facilitates the collaboration of all the actors 
involved in your recruitments.

                     Diversify channels, centralize management

In order to better target your candidates, our 

multi-portal technology allows you to publish 

offers on different websites and pages, in 

different formats and languages. The planning, 

editing and publishing of offers are done from a 

single administration interface. OJC 
Recruitment

Offers
Applications

          Automate the writing of offers

Through a combinatorial approach associating types of positions, locations, signs and 

languages of publication, we divide by 10 the time necessary to write your brands! 

Mass update: when you update any part of the offer (city, brand, job title...), it is  

automatically propagated to all the offers concerned.


